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Year 1
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Overview







to recognise different
sound sources
to explore different
sound sources
to explore
instruments
to control
instruments
to use sounds
expressively to
illustrate a
story/scene

Content Keywords:
Coverage accompaniment
body percussion
drone
duration
dynamics,
melodic phrase
ostinato
pitch
pizzicato
pulse/beat
rhythm
structure
symbol
tempo



Focusing and
practicing
appropriate
Christmas and
Winter songs using
our voice to perform
at various times
throughout
December

Keywords:
dynamics,
melodic phrase
ostinato
pitch
pizzicato
pulse/beat
rhythm
structure
symbol
tempo










what is meant by
steady beat
how to control a beat
what is meant by
rhythm
how to combine beat
and rhythm
how to recall and
copy rhythm patterns
how to create
rhythm patterns
based on words and
phrases
to use beat and
rhythm to create an
accompaniment for a
song

Keywords:
pulse/beat
rhythm
structure
symbol
tempo
tuned percussion
untuned percussion
volume/dynamics









what is meant by
pitch
how to control the
pitch of the voice
to respond to
changes in pitch
to relate sounds to
symbols
that pitch can be
used
descriptively

Keywords:
pitch
pizzicato
pulse/beat
rhythm
structure
symbol
body percussion
drone
duration
dynamics













Learn about
classroom
instruments
to identify different
ways
instruments make
sounds
to identify how
symbols can
represent sounds
how symbols can be
used to describe
changing sounds
to listen carefully and
respond to sounds
using movement
to compose a class
composition and
make a score

Keywords:
body percussion
drone
duration
dynamics,
melodic phrase
ostinato
pitch
tuned percussion
untuned percussion
volume/dynamics













how sounds can be
used
descriptively
that music can
describe an
environment
how words can
describe sounds
about sounds made
by different sound
sources
how sounds can be
organised
within simple
structures
how to create a class
composition
combining layers of
sound within simple
structures

Keywords:
timbre
tempo
tuned percussion
untuned percussion
duration
dynamics
melodic phrase
ostinato

Year 2
Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Exploring
It’s Christmas!
Duration

Spring Term
Spring 1
Pitch

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Timbre, Tempo &
Sound Colours
Dynamics

Spring 2
Instruments and
Symbols

Overview










Content
Coverage




how to use their
voices to make a
variety of long and
short sounds
that music is made
up of long and short
sounds
how to make sounds
of
different duration on
un-tuned percussion
instruments
how to use
instruments to create
sequences of long
and short sounds
how to combine long
and short
sounds to fit with a
steady pulse

Keywords:
duration
dynamics,
melodic phrase
ostinato
pitch
tuned percussion
untuned percussion
volume/dynamics



focusing and
practicing
appropriate
Christmas and
Winter songs using
our voice to perform
at various times
throughout
December

Keywords:
dynamics,
melodic phrase
ostinato
pitch
pizzicato
pulse/beat
rhythm
structure
symbol
tempo









what is meant by
pitch?
to respond to
changes in pitch
how to control the
pitch of the voice
to relate sounds to
symbols
how simple tunes are
made of different
pitches
that percussion
instruments produce
different pitches

Keywords:
pitch
pizzicato
pulse/beat
rhythm
structure
symbol
body percussion
drone
duration
dynamics,














about classroom
instruments
to identify different
ways instruments
make sounds
to identify how
sounds can be
changed
to understand how
symbols can be used
to represent sounds
to listen carefully and
respond to
sounds using
movement
how symbols can be
used to
describe changing
sounds
to compose a class
composition and
make a score

Keywords:
drone
duration
dynamics,
melodic phrase
ostinato
pitch
tuned percussion












how sounds can be
used
descriptively
that music can
describe an
environment
about sounds made
by different sound
sources
how words can
describe sounds
how sounds can be
changed, combined
& organised
how to create a class
composition using
simple structures

Keywords:
timbre
tempo
tuned percussion
untuned percussion
duration
dynamics
melodic phrase
ostinato











that music, like
pictures, can
describe images and
moods
to relate sounds to
visual images
to select appropriate
instruments
how sounds can be
combined to
make textures
how mood and
emotion can be
illustrated in music
how pitched/
rhythmic sounds can
be combined

Keywords:
body percussion
drone
duration
dynamics,
melodic phrase
ostinato
pitch
pizzicato
pulse/beat
rhythm
structure
symbol

Year 3
Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Ukulele
It’s Christmas!

Spring Term
Spring 1
Spring 2
New Ukulele
Ukulele
Chords
Strumming
Patterns

Overview










Content
Coverage



exploring the Ukulele
fundamentals of
ukulele playing.
the playing stage, how
to hold a ukulele, how
to strum it and how to
fret the strings
discovering How to
Handle Your ukulele &
correct posture
exploring tuning: gCEA
(My Dog Has Fleas)
understanding open &
fretted strings
pluck simple tunes on
the ukulele using
mainly open strings
strum a C chord on the
ukulele

Key Vocabulary:
uke
headstock
tuning pegs
nut
grets
gretboard/marker/bar
neck
soundhole
body
saddle
bridge
strings



focusing and practicing
appropriate Christmas
and Winter songs using
vocal and Ukulele
techniques developed
over the Autumn term
to perform at various
times throughout
December

Key Vocabulary
audience
accompaniment
performance
posture











pluck simple tunes on
the ukulele using
mainly open strings
strum C chord
(downwards) on the
ukulele
developing Your
Strumming.
pressing On to Fretting
playing Your First
Ukulele Chords and
Songs.
reading chord
diagrams.
playing a Song Using
Two Chords (C &F)
strum accompaniments
(up & down) on the
ukulele using two or
more chords

Key Vocabulary
chords
finger numbers
string numbers
correct posture
open string
single string riff
down/up strums
thumb
index finger








developing your first
strumming patterns.
using strumming
notation
getting to grips with G7.
strum 2 chords
(downwards) on the
ukulele
begin to interpret
tablature notation for
the ukulele
pluck simple
melodies/ostinato
patterns

Key Vocabulary
Tuning, gCEA, Harmony,
tempo, dynamics,
strumming, strum pattern,
plucking, tablature, tab,
triad chord, dominant 7th,
chord progression,
expression, bass, (descant)

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Summertime
Reflect, Rewind &
Songs for Ukulele
Replay Ukulele







putting together all the
techniques learnt so far
since September and
applying them to a
repertoire to perform
through the summer.
copy simple melodic
patterns using a set of 3
- 5 notes on an
instrument
confidently talk about
pitch, tempo, duration
and dynamics using
appropriate vocabulary

Key Vocabulary
Chords, Finger numbers,
string numbers,
Correct posture,
Open string, single string riff,
Down/up strums,
Thumb, index finger, curved
wrist







rediscover all that has
been learnt on the
Ukulele so far,
reinventing songs
learnt and performing
them to an audience.
practicing minor chords
attempting A minor.
moving on to D minor.

Key Vocabulary
Audience, accompaniment,
performance, posture,
major, minor chords

Year 4
Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Recap on Ukulele
It’s Christmas!

Spring Term
Spring 1
Spring 2
New Ukulele
Ukulele
Chords
Strumming
Techniques

Overview







Content
Coverage

rediscover all that
has been learnt on
the Ukulele in year 3,
reinventing songs
learnt and
performing them as a
class
copy simple melodic
patterns using a set
of 3 - 5 notes on the
instrument
confidently talk
about pitch, tempo,
duration and
dynamics using
appropriate
vocabulary

Key Vocabulary
uke
headstock
yuning pegs
nut
frets
fret
board/marker/number
neck
soundhole
body



focusing and
practicing
appropriate
Christmas and
Winter songs using
vocal and Ukulele
techniques
developed over the
Autumn term to
perform at various
times throughout
December

Key Vocabulary
audience
accompaniment
performance
posture











increase the number
of chord shapes
known on the ukulele
and become more
confident with
playing the
instrument
confidently play
three or more chords
as an
accompaniment
(strumming up &
down)
attempting A minor
moving on to D
minor
developing chords
with same finger
positions
(Am, F, Dm)

Key Vocabulary
harmony
tempo
dynamics
strumming plucking
tablature
triad chord
expression








drumming Up More
Strumming Patterns.
pocketing the Everuseful Swiss Army
Strum
discovering the A
chord.
learning the D7
chord.
confidently talk
about elements of
music using Italian
terminology correctly

Key Vocabulary
chord diagrams
swiss army strung
strong/weak strum
CHNK strum
Italian terms

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Summertime
Reflect, Rewind &
Songs for Ukulele
Replay Ukulele







putting together all
the techniques learnt
so far since
September and
applying them to a
summertime
repertoire to
perform through the
summer
copy simple melodic
phrases using 5 notes
on an instrument
practicing Minor
Chords

Key Vocabulary
audience
accompaniment
performance
posture






rediscover all that
has been learnt on
the Ukulele so far,
reinventing songs
learnt and
performing them to
an audience
majoring in E min.
playing your first
minor-chord song

Key Vocabulary
chord diagrams
Swiss army strum
strong/ weak strum
CHNK strum
Italian terms will still be
used at the discretion of
the tutor but are likely to
appear more frequently

Year 5
Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Recap on Ukulele
It’s Christmas!

Spring Term
Spring 1
Spring 2
New Ukulele
Riffin’ Out
Chords

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Summertime
Reflect, Rewind &
Songs for Ukulele
Replay Ukulele

Overview







Content
Coverage

rediscover all that
has been learnt on
the Ukulele in year 4,
reinventing songs
learnt and
performing them as a
class
copy melodic
patterns using the
octave on the
instrument
Confidently talk
about pitch, tempo,
duration and
dynamics using
appropriate
vocabulary

Key vocabulary
harmony
ensemble
arrangement
strumming
plucking
tablature
chord
ostinato
drone
legato
staccato



focusing and
practicing
appropriate
Christmas and
Winter songs using
vocal and Ukulele
techniques
developed over the
Autumn term to
perform at various
times throughout
December

Key Vocabulary
audience
accompaniment
performance
posture










introducing the time
signature
learning the G chord.
discovering the A7
chord
playing songs in 3/4
confidently pluck
simple ostinato
patterns from
tablature/notation
strumming for
various genres
getting down with
blues strumming

Key Vocabulary
chord diagrams
swiss army strum
strong/ weak strum
CHNK strum
Italian terms











begin to read from
tablature for the
ukulele
play or sing from
notation using
crotchets & quavers
using a small range of
notes on the stave
begin to use some
rhythm notation
adding Pep with
Some Strumming
Variations.
changing chords
within bars.
strumming strongly
and weakly.

Key Vocabulary
harmony
tempo
dynamics
strumming
plucking
tablature
triad chord
expression
bass
measure









putting together all
the techniques learnt
so far since
September and
applying them to a
summertime
repertoire to
perform through the
summer.
becoming upbeat
about the reggae offbeat.
rocking without
strumming.
learning the Eb
chord.
rolling your strums.

Key Vocabulary
audience
accompaniment
performance
posture







rediscover all that
has been learnt on
the Ukulele so far,
reinventing songs
learnt and
performing them to
an audience
going flat-out for B
flat.
learning the F7
chord.
developing the D7
chord.

Key Vocabulary
Harmony
Tempo
Dynamics
Strumming
Plucking
Tablature
triad chord
expression
bass, (descant)
measure
finger picking
chord diagrams

Year 6
Autumn Term
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Recap on Ukulele
It’s Christmas!

Spring Term
Spring 1
Spring 2
More Chords
Riffin’ Out

Overview







Content
Coverage







rediscover all that
has been learnt on
the Ukulele in year 5
maintain an
instrumental line
within a mixed
ensemble
help to create an
arrangement of a
song for a small
group that involves
singing and playing in
two or more parts.
be aware of the need
to use legato lines
and staccato to
create more subtle
expression.
feel more confident
in using either the
ukulele in
composition and
performance
take a lead in
creating, rehearsing
and performing an
arrangement of a
song (including
improving)



focusing and
practicing
appropriate
Christmas and
Winter songs using
vocal and Ukulele
techniques
developed over the
Autumn term to
perform at various
times throughout
December

Key vocabulary
tempo (fast, slow etc.)
dynamics (possibly forte,
piano, as well as loud,
soft, etc.)
articulation (possibly
legato, staccato, as well
as smooth, jerky etc)
mood and composition
improvisation
form (ternary, possibly
rondo)
ostinato
drone
chords












playing B minor
moving Chord Shapes
budging up barre
chords
moving Bm to Bbm.
moving D7 to Eb7
play songs within an
octave range
confidently from
memory
sight read very
simple tunes using
minims
crotchets & quavers
using a small range of
notes

Key Vocabulary
Harmony
tempo, dynamics
strumming
plucking
tablature
triad chord
expression
bass, (descant)
measure
finger picking














sing & play songs
accurately and have
the confidence to
lead others
fiscovering new
moveable chord
shapes
move from Am to
Bbm
tapping into Tabs
Stringing notes along
in tabs
fretting notes in tab
sequencing notes in
tab
playing simultaneous
notes in tab
chording in tab
strumming in tab

Key vocabulary
harmony
ensemble
arrangement
strumming
plucking
tablature
chord
ostinato
ostinato

Summer Term
Summer 1
Summer 2
Summertime
Moving on Up to
Songs for Guitar &
Secondary Music
Ukulele












Introducing the
Fingerpicking
Technique.
Picking Up Some
Picking Patterns.
Getting the lowdown
on the up pattern
using C chord.
Rising and falling:
The up and down
pattern.
Playing all together:
The simultaneous
picking pattern.
The alternate picking
pattern

Key Vocabulary
fingerpicking
chord diagrams
swiss army strum
strong/ weak strum
CHNK strum



A chance to discover
the music curriculum
for KS3 and
expectations
required. Guitar,
keyboard, and higher
level music theory
will be covered with
links to already
known topics such as
ukulele and vocal
techniques.

Key Vocabulary
harmony
ensemble
arrangement
strumming
plucking
tablature
chord
ostinato
counterpoint
classsical

